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Create fancy text for your social media posts with this Gawk script [2]

Like almost everyone on the planet, I have a few social media accounts. I mostly stick to
Facebook to stay up to date with friends and family and Twitter to follow a few other people.
Have you ever wanted to make a post that includes italics or some other fancy formatting?
You can easily change the text to italics or bold when you're writing an email, but most social
media platforms don't provide many formatting options.
And sometimes, I just want to put a little emphasis into what I'm writing. If I've had a really
good day and I want to share that with my friends, I might want to put that text in italics. For
other posts, I might want to use different formatting that will help my text stand out. Sure, you
can use emoji, but sometimes a little text formatting can add that extra pizzazz to your posts.

Nomacs, Cool Image Viewer Application for Ubuntu Linux! [3]

Are you bored with the default ubuntu image viewer?. In the Linux distribution there are many
applications for viewing images. Each linux distro has an image viewer application that is
different from other distributions. One example is Xubuntu which uses the default, Ristretto
Image Viewer application.

KeePassXC Password Manager 2.5.2 Released (Ubuntu PPA) [4]

KeePassXC, KeePass cross-platform community edition, released version 2.5.2 a few days
ago. Here?s how to install it in Ubuntu 18.04, Ubuntu 16.04, Ubuntu 19.10 via PPA.

KeePassXC 2.5.2 features significant stability and usability improvements.

Containers, networks, security, and more Ansible news [5]

Crikey, you lot have been busy writing in December. We've got more data munging from
Greg Sutcliffe; we've got writing modules for orchestrating security; we've got networks,
containers and thoughts from a sysadmin. No YouTubes this month?we thought you'd have
enough reading here with the articles. Enjoy!
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